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if it isnt backwards compatible with windows 10,
or doesnt work in windows 10, it makes it even

less likely that the mac version will be available. it
appears that microsofts current strategy is to

focus more on windows 10, and the mac version is
simply not a priority. wait a minute. backwards
compatibility? this does not make sense. this is
the perfect example why microsoft should have

stopped support for the old windows os! one
windows version is so updated that the

automation in leap office stops working! now if
that happens to office 365 users, no gogogogog

for office 365 users. at this point, the support files
do not work in windows 7 or windows 10, and this
is considered a reason why these files should not

be maintained. it would not be fair to keep
supporting a windows version even if it is

deprecated. with about a third of american adults
aged 20 or above currently suffering from chronic

back pain, it is no surprise that office chairs
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continue to be a hot topic for folks that spend
over 10 hours a week in front of a computer. the

controller is a fantastic touch screen with the
ability to be customized. there are several ways to
customize this including choosing from one of six
different colors for the base, power levels, colors,

individual button and lighting choices. we've spent
over 200+ hours working on this chair to make it
great! it's a real pleasure to see the leap come to

life! if you are looking for an office chair that is
affordable and can provide the support you need
to ease pain and discomfort from your computer,

this chair is the one for you.
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as mentioned above the biggest change to the v2
was the dining chair. the v1 featured what was
called a cambered arm. the cambered arm is

where the front of the chair has a curve and the
back is more straight. we made the back straight

and the front cambered, giving the v1 a more
modern look and feeling. in the v2 the back and
arm are the same height, and the arm is much

more boxy. in addition the chairs look much more
like a traditional dining chair. the v1 gave the

appearance of a modern tall chair. the v2 gives
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the appearance of something more traditional,
with the back and arm being higher than the seat

and back. the new seating is a middle ground
between traditional and contemporary, giving it a
more contemporary feel. this is an overall good

change. the new v2s are available for purchase in
the bottom line. this is good news, the old seats
are being discontinued. at this point, the v2 is

only available with a leap desk. the chair is only
available in three seat height options, the first is
26 inches high; the second is 28 inches high, and
the third is 30 inches. our leap desk is available in
a variety of finishes, and also can be customized.
for anyone interested, here is a sample leap desk.
this one will cost about $700, customizes, and is

fully finished in maple veneer. the base is a
quarter sawn rift sawn cherry, and the top is

quarter sawn maple. when a order is placed the
customer is given specific mill cuts for the base,
top, and back of the top. the chair is finished in a
standard five coats of clear with one additional

coat on the arms. 5ec8ef588b
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